
We Are DHS Textual Description Transcript 
 

The text "Homeland" is shown. 

An American Flag flies over the Grand Canyon. A family with adults and children enjoys 

food and passes food across a table. Two children play catch. The Statue of Liberty with 

the New York City skyline in the background. A farm with crops and silos is shown. 

The text "Security" is shown. 

A plane flies in the sky. A police vehicle skids as it turns. A helicopter hovers near the 

Golden Gate bridge. Two helicopter pilots are shown with the text "With honor and 

integrity,". 

"We will safeguard the American people," is shown as travelers on the screen are headed 

to their destinations. 

An agent surveys a park while the words "our homeland" are shown. A school bus goes 

across a covered bridge and the words "and our values" displays atop the bus. Secret 

Service agents protect high ranking officials at a parade and displays the words "by 

preventing terrorism and enhancing security". 

A variety of Secret Service agents are shown. TSA agents check travelers at the airport. 

A TSA K9 unit checks areas at the airport. DHS Biometrics in the Last Hour: 11,000 

Biometric transactions are displayed on a map of the United States. 

An Xray of a firearm in a travel bag is displayed. 

A Federal Protective Service motor unit is shown. A variety of Homeland Security police 

personnel are shown protecting federal buildings and activities. A newspaper shows "We 

got him!" as officers detain a wanted criminal. A DHS police vehicle drives along the 

road as the words "by securing and managing our borders" displays. A blimp is docked. 

The coast guard boats through open water. Border protection agents screen incoming 

vehicles. Border protection agents find and confiscate illegal drugs from the wheel well 

of a vehicle. Agents open shipping containers by cutting the locks. ICE agents tunnel 

underground and discover a drug trafficking tunnel. 

A large American flag is hung and the words "by enforcing and administering our 

immigration laws" is shown as immigrants take their oaths to become American citizens. 

ICE agents overlook a vehicle in the snow. ICE agents detain wanted individuals.  



An ICE agent walks through the plane of detained criminals. HSI Police Gang Unit 

arrests gang members. The words "by safeguarding and securing cyberspace" display 

among technological equipment. 

A computer displays the USCIS logo and states "This hidden site has been seized." 

Computer pieces are pulled apart and examined by a forensic scientist. 

Victim Identification office is shown and employees monitor Internet activity. 

FEMA workers walk across debris at a disaster site and the words "by ensuring resilience 

to disasters" is shown. Houston flooding area is shown from an aerial view. 

FEMA workers unload supplies including bottled water and clean towels. 

US Coast Guard helicopter prepares to take off. Coast Guard helicopter sends lines to 

rescue people stranded due to a flood. A Coast Guard ship races along the water. 

A TSA agent stands by vigilantly. A Homeland Security FINDER unit sits on the ground 

near a worker. A map of the United States is shown with DHS seals and the border 

outlined in green highlighted spots. 

A USCIS office sign is shown stating "We are USCIS. We are America." A bomb unit in 

a large suit walks into a vehicle and a Police officer and K9 unit walk through a stadium. 

A helicopter hovers near the Super Bowl stadium. 

A portion of a person's face is shown with the text: "I am a human trafficking victim." 

Police agents train for underwater rescue and recovery in a pool. HSI Police overlook a 

city and others conduct their jobs at a computer. Profiles of different DHS empoloyees 

are shown in their uniforms. Components of DHS display with their seals quickly, ending 

with the DHS seal. Fade to black. 


